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becca hansen(05 28 92)
 
hey...well the names rebecca...i was born in lowell andi plan to stay here. at the
time i'm only in high school (imma sophmore at LHS)   and i love to sing, witrwe,
and dance. i love to express my feelings through 's really the only way i can.
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All Bottled Up
 
I don't want
To let it out
don’t want
for it to show
 
but I want
to let you know
I like you a lot
before you go
 
I don't know
how long i can last
without telling you
all my truth
 
But I'll stay here
all bottled up
until you have
to move
-becca hansen (12 22 05)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Instead
 
I really wish
I could tell you
How i really feel
 
But in the past
My hearts been broken
And it’s hard to heal
 
I don't want
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You to feel different
Instead of liking me too
 
Don't want another
Broken heart
but i really do want you
-becca hansen (12 27 05)
 
 
Make a Choice
 
If you saw
A broken girl
standing by your side
 
would you just let her go
let her run
and hide? ?
 
or would you look
into her eyes
and see the way SHE lives...
 
see how much was taken from her
but yet
how much she gives..
 
you don
have forever to make
this one decision
 
But my advise to
you just is
 
Put yourself in their position
 
becca hansen
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As The Leaves Fall, So Does Care
 
A walk in the park used to
mean so much more.
Now all it does is add
to my already messy life.
Like leaves falling in the Autumn,
The wrappers fill up our streets.
Scattered debris, cluttering our lives
Like an over schedueled buisness man
waiting to retire.
Letting litter lye like lions
on the grass.
Each paper falling is one
step closer to a death
Day by day, I hear people say,
As animals lay,
What can a simple peice of plastic do?
Animals die, as we just walk bye, why
does this world kill.
Trees try to live as the trash takes away life.
We choose to loose environmental life by adding strife
to those who 'do not matter'
As we keep digging ourselves into this
hole which we can't seem to climb out of
This death is piling higher, every step,
every wrapper, as each animal suffers.
 
becca hansen
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At This Moment
 
as i sit here
in this room all to myself
just thinking all alone
about how ive got no one else
 
then i realize
i got someone
but we just wont admit
just how much we love
 
i dont know why
we dont just show
'cuz then if we do
we'll finally know...
 
and we'd be
oh so in love
but at this moment,
we both must have nothing
 
b<3hansen 7.31.06
 
becca hansen
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Awkward
 
is it awkward when i say
i love you?
is it awkward when
i run out of something to say?
 
or can you look past all confusion
and into the depths of me
into my inner heart
that wishes to break free?
 
when i write you songs, and poems
does it make you feel uncomfortable?
cuz if it does i’ll stop
i dont want things to be awkward
 
becca hansen
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Bubble Gum Pink
 
everytime i talk to you
there's a new song in my heart
a new hope in my life
a hope that we'll never part
 
my face turns bubblegum pink
and my eyes moon white
i just want to be with you
the for the rest of my life
 
 
<33
 
becca hansen
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Can'T You Just Love Me?
 
you and i are just friends
and i hope this friendship never ends
cuz i can feel something starting
but i dont think you do
 
well, i want you
but i, cant have you
and if i, cant have
i just dont want to go on
 
cuz without you
im not, completed and now i
know, i want to open this door
and have more.
 
when you walk into this room
my heart goes into zoom [boom boom]
i swear you dont see me staring
but i bet you can see me right through
 
dont you see the fire in my eyes
i dont get like this aroung other guys
and every little thing you do just turns me on
why the hell do you think im writting this song...
 
 
..for you!
 
i want you
and i gotta have you
and if i dont have you
i dont want to go on
 
cuz i need you
you complete me, yeah
there's no erason for us to not be...
 
cant you just love me? ?
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becca hansen
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Controll Me Not..
 
i needed you
my world revolved around you
you were everything i wanted and more
 
but then you left me
and now your beggin me
but i just cant not carry this anymore
 
no i will not be controlled by a man
i dont need you to hold my hand
im doing fine on my own
i think its your turn to sinnk in the sand
its time for you to understand
im fine all alone..
 
you were really great
someone i lovede to date
but the problem was, you would never listen
you told me our love true
boy, i wanted to beleive you
and now your telling me i dont know what im missing
 
no i will not be controlled by a man
i dont need you to hold my hand
im doing fine on my own
i think its your turn to sinnk in the sand
its time for you to understand
im fine all alone..
 
i had some fun
but your not the one
im not your toy
and your not my boy
i want to stay
but dont want to play
just let me be
oh why cant you see...? ? ? ?
 
that i will not be controlled by a man
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dont you dare try to hold me hand
i will get by on my own
i hope that you understand
if you dont, then i deman
its time for you to leave..
 
..me alone
 
 
 
[written 8.18.08]
 
becca hansen
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Daydream Happy
 
the colors of the black and white screen
the hush of the lions roar
the joy of a horrific scream
the bang of a gently creaking door
 
the darkness of the day
the brightness of the night
the moving at that stop sign
the 'giving up' with 'all your might'
 
same say these are lies
some say these dont make sense
but i say there's nothing wrong
about making things a littke tense
 
i say to daydream happy
LIVE your life with the DEATH of pain
MOVE along, in the STILLNESS of the earth
and let the darkness of the day shine on through...
 
becca hansen
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Done
 
I’m done with all the games
I just want to live my life
Because when you play the game of love
It can cut like a knife
 
I showed you how I felt
But I guess it doesn’t matter
You don’t want me in your life
I guess you’d rather have her
 
But that’s okay
seeing as I’m done
I just cant believe
That my heart you won
 
And once you got it
You broke it in two
I can’t even believe
I wasted my time on you...
 
becca hansen
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Dream On
 
Dreams are reached
By facing obstacles
And reached by
Climbing hills
 
It’ not going
To be easy
But you got to
Face it still
 
You may hit
A fork in the road
And a few
Bumps or two
 
But eventually
You’ll make it
And what you want
Will be waiting for you.
 
becca hansen
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Dying For A Place
 
theres a feeling i cant explain
everytime that i hear your name
just wanna hold u so,
and never let go
 
there's a song in my heart
about how we'll never part
i'm gunna sing it to you
thats what im gunna do
 
and imm dying for a plce in your heart [x4]
 
becca hansen
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Everything..
 
well sometimes it feels like the walls are closing in
i'll fall down and it's hard to get up again
surrounded by a million buildings with no where to run
 
sometimes it feels so hard to survive
but i know, that i shouild just take dive
then once i am done, lay down and take in the sun
 
and
 
soak up everything i can
to get through every single day
find the one thing that makes me happy
and in it i will stay
ignore stuff that gets you down
learn how to swim so you dont have to drown.
 
becca hansen
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For Real
 
I want someone who is real
dont want another fake
becuase i dont want the lies
Lies, i will not even take
 
If you say 'I love You'
I expect you to mean it
Cause when I find it's false
I wont take it one bit
 
No matter cute you are
or even how funny
if you are a fake
you wont be my 'honey'
 
so what i want is
a relationship hard as steel
but really over all,
i just want it to be For Real
 
Bhansen 8.5.06
 
becca hansen
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Hidden Messges
 
ASJHTWQYSHVBDSTHADWJGWQJdgasyawedvajsgtewhedjuyfgashdfguiewrfhavei
evertoldyouhowmuchiloveyou@! #^%! @#) @? ? ? ? ? ? $#^! *#@(%#&@&!
#JSDGAKUEDVJSADUASDbbbbbbbbbbecuase)
(#$*@#$SF(#JSFlkasfhkadjfhaksdfadsasdasdfasfyouralmostallihaveinthislifethat
snotworthliving_@(P$&@! #(*&*! @&#^*@! #butbecuase) (@#$(! @*#$!
youare@! #$@$THEREFORME!
#@@@@@@@@@@@i@@@@@willq0492398ysdasdalways203498q234be-
324there0723498234for2309480234you...
 
 
 
[did i ever tellyou how much i love you? ? becuase, your all i have in this world
thats notworth living..but becuase you are there for me...i will always be there
for you ]
 
 
i love you ryan: ]
 
becca hansen
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Hidden Scars Led To Hidden Soul
 
she walks around with her head so high.
she can be anybody's friend
and get any guy
 
people look up to her and thinks shes so grabd
but no one sees her go home and how
her dad pushes her down as she stands.
 
she'll un away from hinm and his beating hands
but he just folows her and keeps sending blows
she just hope that the scars wont show
 
when she gets back to  sees her 'loyal' boyfriend
he had found someone new abd cheated till their end.
 
the girl was breaking apart,
had no where to turn
so this urge inside her started to burn
 
that day, she NEVER returned, she ran
away for good. she swam down to the bottom of a lake and inhaled.
 
it was the only peace she could find
 
becca hansen
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I Am
 
I am curios and helpful
I am the mountains in the distance
I am the crash of symbals hitting the floor
I am a spirit, wandering in and out freely
I am unconditional love
I am lost hopes and dreams
I am the smell of a home-made meal
I am everything i could and ever will be...
 
 
inspiration...mrs. breen [thanks for the assignment =)  ]
 
becca hansen
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I Love You
 
everytime i talk to you
there's a new song in my heart
a new hope in my life
a hope that we'll never part
 
my face turns bubblegum pink
and my eyes moon white
i just want to be with you
for the whole damn night
 
becca hansen
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I Love You & You Love Me
 
i think of you every moment
and sing a song of you everyday
there just isn't a single thing
that you don't have to say
 
i'd love you no matter what
and i know you'd love me too
and without our love in my life
i don't know what i'd do
 
i cry when your not near me
and just smile when you are
and when i look into your eyes
i never feel i'm far
 
i love everything about you
he way you smile and look at me
and everyone can tell
that i love you & you love me
 
becca hansen
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Im Running Out
 
im running out things to say
[im running out of lies]
im running out trust
[im running out of spies]
im running out of love
[im running out of hopes]
im running out of dreams
[im running out of silent screams]
 
im starting to get tired of running toward you
so i guess ill just start running away
 
becca hansen
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Inside
 
We all have thoughts
That we want secret
But some things
We can't hide
 
And some of us
seem to show
whats going
on inside
 
the ones that
close their eyes
and cry becuase
of what they're feeling
 
and how we let
them sit and cry
its their hope
that we are stealing.
 
bHansen [ 8.5.06 ]
 
becca hansen
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It Could Become So Much
 
passing glances between two people
making so much eye contact
dancing in the moonlight nights
and loving with all our might
 
let our love wander
into the depths of our feelings
express your thoughts, your inner self
set free
 
let it all go, like a parachutist
jump into the air with just one thing
that one thing could be my love
and it could stop you from hitting
the ground
 
because when you hit hard, it hurts
but if you have someone there
that one could be your comfort,
take all the pain and burn it in the fire we make
 
let your loving side give in
let’s become one intimate creation
our personalities blend and thoughts collide
let all go, let me see inside
your soul
 
becca hansen
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It's My Life, Your In It..
 
the life i want is complex
but yet i have one simple detail missing..
a detail that makes a house a home
and a mother, into a wife..
 
 
you
 
 
my world may get crazy
but one thing remains sane
complaining wont get me anywhere
anytime i need to vent, you
yes, you, will be there
 
i may sound a little forward
but you will be there
you will quide me
you will love me
and most of all
we will be perfect..
 
i'm not perfect
and
your not perfect
but together, theres nothing ever wrong..
 
so as one, we are perfect...
 
becca hansen
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Just A Thought
 
sometimes i feel like
a peice of broken glass
a ripped part of a shirt
a fallen down tree
 
sometimes i feel like
the world is crashing
the people are dying
the church is sinning
 
and times i wonder
what went wrong
how did life get this way?
 
no more joy in the owrld
no more love
no more nice things to say...
 
i think to myself
there has to be a place
where war and suffering
don't exist
 
where love replaces hate
joy replaces sadness
peace replaces war
abd truth replaces guilt
 
where money wouldn't matter
where hearts wouldn't shatter
we'd all be together
and never be alone
 
sometimes, when im mad
i try to think of why i ma
becuase, really, its not even
wirth a bit of pain
 
if you'd look at the worls
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through a birds eye view
you'd relaize how much we've lost
and wasted on things we say and do
 
we do things to hurt
hurt ourselves and others
sometimes people end up
without fathers and mothers
 
i write this for the world
and i write in hope
that some day people will see...
life's just not worth the pain
 
~becca hansen 11.01.07
 
becca hansen
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My Friend.. Drummer Boy
 
i walked through the door and
the first thing i saw was you
your were just chilling there behind the drums
and i didnt have the slightest clue
that you would never leave my mind
that i would long to become close
to you as a friend or maybe more
but now im feeling for sure
 
im feeling a drive towards you
one ive never felt before
a feeling that goes deep
way down into my core
 
everything has meaning
but its not always clear
but one thing that's plain to see
is that i just want you near...
 
im feeling like ive lost my heart
but im gaining a new soul
im feeling worn, torn, and pulled apart
waiting for something new to start
i feel like ive been emprissoned
no where to go, with people im missing
but im feeling oh so cared for
your really keeping me alive
i was wandering down a lonely road
with a heavy burden and an awkward load
but you saw past my anguish
you saw past my pain
and now im happy to call you
my friend..
 
 
im feeling a drive towards you
one ive never felt before
a feeling that goes deep
way down into my core
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everything has meaning
but its not always clear
but one thing that's plain to see
is that i just want you near...
 
you saw past my anguish
you saw past my pain
and now im happy to call you
my friend..
 
becca hansen
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My Motivation(Written As A Song)
 
If you just knew
What I’m thinking inside
I think that I
Would just have to die
 
Cause i don’t want to let it show
Cuz if you don’t feel the same
I know, that’d you go away
 
 
I love you, and i need you
Without you I’m so dry
Your my motivation to go on everyday
and if you don’t mind, yea could you stay?
 
Stay here with me, near me in my heart
Please comfort me, when I am hurt
Cuz your the only one who can, keep me alive make me stand
And I know that you are the only guy.
 
becca hansen
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My Song To You.. [i Love You Ryan]
 
here i go again just another stupid day
no one's here again to listen to what i have to say
that's how i used to feel, when you werent around
now your here to help me deal, your my security, ive found that
 
 
boy, dont you know i love you
boy, dont you know i miss you
boy, dont you know i need you in my life
 
boy. i just wanna hold you
boy, i just want to kiss you
there's one thing i want in life, i wanna be your wife...
 
and there you smile again, you dont know what that does to me
you make me laugh again, you dont stop, you make my heart beat
the only thing you ever did, to make me hurt
was when i fell hard for you, we gotta make this work
 
 
boy, dont you know i love you
boy, dont you know i miss you
boy, dont you know i need you in my life
 
boy. i just wanna hold you
boy, i just want to kiss you
there's one thing i want in life, i wanna be your wife...
 
you have no
idea how
much i love
you and you gotta know
that if you
ever left
my whole world would
collapse cuz you are the
one who
holds me
up so high
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i can't resist
this fire deep down inside
 
boy, dont you know i love you
boy, dont you know i miss you
boy, dont you know i need you in my life
 
boy. i just wanna hold you
boy, i just want to kiss you
there's one thing i want in life, i wanna be your wife...
 
becca hansen
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No One Knows But Her/Lonely Girl
 
no one she's there
sitting there with her black dyed hair
looking around like shes lost
 
no one know she cares
when they look and stare
they think that itts just her lost
 
nobody knows that she goes home
and cries
nobody knows that she just wants
to die
no one knows that she just wants
to be
no one knows that it becuase of
you & me
 
one day when shes at home
feeling so alone
she gets a knock at her door
 
its some girl from shcool
whos real cute and cool
with some jesus in her heart
 
no one knows that that girl really
cares
no one knows even why
she did
but only she knows that
shes not alone anymore
 
the world needs to show
how we can grow
and go and praise God all round
the world
 
there's always some one there
that with you can share
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so don't be the
Lonely girl
 
becca hansen
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Pasted Smile
 
when you were in kindergarten
you could paste just about everything together
well, i feel like that sometimes
and i’m pasting on a smile
 
i have so much bottled up
i dont want anyone to see
i ignore everything that’s happened
i just fell it’s not worth while
 
if i could go back
to every time i covered up my feelings
i’d throw the paste away
along with all this pain
 
i would express what i really wanted
because now i see it’s not worth
not worth a second of my time
cause when you keep it....
NOTHING is what you will gain.
 
becca hansen
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Promise
 
Don't ever leave me
And don't let me go
Don't be afraid to
Ever let it show
 
I am yours
And I belong to you
And I'll be cool
With whatever you do
 
Just promise me
One simple single thing,
You'll always love me
And it will always bring
 
Promise me that
You won't let anything hurt me
Promise me tha
You and I can become a WE
 
I love you
With all my heart
I hope we never
Ever have to part
 
becca hansen
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Ribbons In Here Hair
 
ribbons in her hair
thats al he could remeber
there were ribbons everywhere
just them no one else was there
he doesnt know why
he wanted to hold her high
give her everything she deserved
and please her with every single word
but he knew when he saw
those ribbons in her hair
that the world was so wrong
they were in love..and thats where they belonged
 
-becca-
 
becca hansen
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Set The Stage
 
everyones waiting
nothing really going on
hesitating
dont know what they are there for
in the curtains of a dark stage
with a single spotlight in the middle
a man sitting in the audience
reading a book then turns the page..
 
he says
well, the stage is set, what do we do now?
they say
well what do we do? just do a dance and then sit down?
 
he says
you entered these doors, without even seeing?
you entered these doors, just following the crowd?
why did you come, when you did not know what to expect?
some one, explain. take center stage. speak loud
 
a little girl walked up said
i just had faith
i had faith that this would be safe
and that i know i dont have to hesitate
 
the man smiled and said
this little girl steps above
into the clouds of a new power
she didnt have to speak for an hour
she says a few words and shes done.
with faith like a child.
 
everyones waiting
nothing really going on
hesitating
still dont know what they are there for
in the curtains of a dark stage
with a single spotlight in the middle
now with a little girl sitting there..
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a man sitting in the audience
reading a book then turns the page..
 
another boy comes up
he says
in my teenage years
ive been told and scolded
ive been beaten and brought up
but ive never, had to come into the light.
i have never been able to win this fight.
inside of me there is, something i cant explain
and it seems sometimes, that all i do is complain.
i see that this stage is set.
and im going to take control.
im ready to be told again, tell me, whats my role?
 
the man sitting in the audience gets up and walks to him.
slides the book across the stage and says
 
i dont know, you tell me...
 
everyones waiting
nothing really going on
hesitating
dont know what they are there for
in the curtains of a dark stage
with a single spotlight in the middle
a man sitting in the audience
reading a book then turns the page..
 
 
 
the stage is now set.
dont you all realize?
time is running out..
maybe you should take advange of
the things we take for granted and
come to the spotlight..
dont perform...
but present what god has made for you...
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-n
inspired by Lydia and Sean: ]
 
p.s
 
if you do not understand what exactly this poem is trying to convey..please
messege me: ] id like to tell you
 
becca hansen
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So Much
 
I want you
oh so much
I want you
and i to touch
I drive myself insane
When i hear your name
And face, it makes me smile
Can I stay with you a while?
Without you
I’m cold
Without you
I fold
I break and fall
I break and cry
I want to be your girl
I know for sure that your that guy
 
becca hansen
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Stand In His Pride
 
there was a time
when life was rough
there was a time
when i thought that they were enough
 
there was a time
when i couldnt see
there was a time
when i thought it'd never be
 
but now you've come into my life
you are the only one for me
 
god i run to you
with open arms
god i'd notice you
without any alarm
you are the one you takes my sin away
you are then one i want to always stay
 
you are so great
you created man
i just cant wait
for in your pressence i'll stand
 
my life is your
go ahead and take control
go take the wheel
so we can get on the role
 
cuz now you've cme into my life
you are the only one for me
 
god i'd run to you with open arms
god i'd noticve you without any alarm
you were the one who changed my life
you are the groom i am your bride
god ill live for you
here, i stand, in god's pride.
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becca hansen
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Tears
 
some tears mean sadness
some tears mean joy
 
sometimes they're shed
when in love with a boy
 
we have them to express
just how we're feeling
it's kinda like a way to vent
its a way of dealing
 
tears can taken
away sometimes
so you can be happy
and all will be fine
 
you just need to find
a way of getting rid of them
 
B hansen <33
 
becca hansen
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The Two Lists In My Life
 
in my life i have two lists.
one: things i dont miss
two: things i DO miss
 
i miss your kisses
i miss your hugs
i miss talking with you
drinking co co out of our mugs
i miss the way you held my hand
i miss how you'd say 'im your man'
i miss late-night camp fires
i miss the sounds of your tires
as you pull up to my house
i miss your 'always and forever babe'
i miss how you would get in trouble
if you stayed
 
my list of things i will miss is a lot bigger than than list of things i wont and dont
miss
 
the one thing i wont miss:
 
trying to keep a relationship above water while i was the very one trying to sink
it..
 
becca hansen
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Tired Of Feeling Like This
 
im tired of feeling like this
trying to stay all bottled up..
convincing myself im happy
when im not
 
trying to make you happy
suffering becauuse your not
and trying so hard
to get you to understand
 
that life is more than this
its more than just you and me
more than just crying your nights to sleep
and trying to get me back
 
time to move on
and start realizing something
 
 
that i'm not the one
i'm not you 'love'
your 'babe'
your 'sugar'
 
i'm nothing but your friend.
that's all i can be
 
becca hansen
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Wait
 
I cant wait
To be in your arms
I can’t wait
Till love is ours
 
But..
 
I guess I’ll have
To just keep sitting
Alone in this room
All to myself
 
Cause I might have
Your picture close
But I want my picture
To be on your shelf
 
So I’ll sit here and wait
Pretend to not care
For you to much
Boy, I want your touch...
 
becca hansen
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Why Did...
 
why did you have to change
go the total opposite direction
why did you have to lie
just to maintain protection
 
i would have understood
if you had only told me
i would have actually cared for you
but now you like both women and men
 
you say your a beleiver
and have jesus in your heart
but if it was supposed to be same sex
it would have been that from the start
 
i know i cant change
how your feeling
but at least i can pray
its my way of dealing
 
why did you have to change?
thing seemed to have been going so well.....
 
becca hansen
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You Came In Timee
 
i feel sick and worn
torn, left alone
don't want to be
me, dont want to shw
below this mask i wear
and tear it down
frown because of
love and strife
feels like a blade
a knife, cutting deep
i weep, i long
for strong caring
sharing arms to hold
fold into them, say
babe, i love you
i need you..
 
because i do
you came just in time
 
 
b<3 hansen wrote: : 2,16,08
for chris gonsalves [01.28.08]
 
becca hansen
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